
focus - connect - switch - misuse

UNCHR ID CARD

Consensual
identities

Hierarchies of
care/ harm

Is a credit card Opacity of
intended use,
liabiity of harms

biometrics Poor data Identification

COPPER

modernity Group 11, atomic
number 29
l

Impulses scrapping

Mining; Toxicities Ontogenetic
absorption

stealing

labour Powder concentrate financialization

BUS STATION

Security apparatus Cruising

surveillance maps Sleeping there

KEEP CALM T-SHIRT

Rationality in the
irrational AI

Gender politics of
internet and trolling

Feed it more data

THE POWER BUTTON

Purposeful touch Gateway to the digital Metaphor for
cognition

Unplug from
electricity



THE CLOUD

Materiality and
infrastructure (fibre
optic networks, data
centres, farms, etc.)

Making connections
transparency

Switch to the
elemental, thinking of
informational
overload as an
environmental
thinking

STACKS

Moebius strip

THE BALLOON

Sovereignty Community
Ownership of
science, material
agency of technology

Ownership and
extraction models

DICK-PIC

Size
And ego size

Love and affectivity in
the virtual

Cat-pics: unsolicited
cat photos

THE NOISE

Principles of
calculation that
produce ‘noise’; Big
data depends on
valuation of noise

Noise as contingent,
cannot be controlled
by structures of
logistics

Noise is the primary
source of data
collection and mining,
so not necessarily
discarded as extra

Possibility of
resistance through
reticence

SELFIE

Informationally
overloaded subject

surveillance ,
espionage, circulation

Revenge porn



THE MAP

Perception of
infrastructure

Place making

Spatial practices

POSTURE CORRECTION BUZZ

discipline Digitally mediated
health

Sexual gratification?

The Beach

Freedom; libertarian
paradise;

Excuse for hyper
identities; a place for
counter culture;
techno-utopia

Gentrification;
enclosure

Camp-place to live;

The Body

THE PORT

Mobility, exchange,
trade,

Containers, book
keeping

The ant colony
algorithm is an
algorithm for finding
optimal paths that is
based on the
behavior of ants
searching for food.
At first, the ants
wander randomly.
When an ant finds a
source of food, it

Hilbert's tenth
problem is the tenth
on the list of
mathematical
problems that the
German
mathematician David
Hilbert posed in
1900. It is the
challenge to provide
a general algorithm



walks back to the
colony leaving
"markers"
(pheromones) that
show the path has
food. When other
ants come across the
markers, they are
likely to follow the
path with a certain
probability. If they do,
they then populate
the path with their
own markers as they
bring the food back.
As more ants find the
path, it gets stronger
until there are a
couple streams of
ants traveling to
various food sources
near the colony.
Because the ants
drop pheromones
every time they bring
food, shorter paths
are more likely to be
stronger, hence
optimizing the
"solution." In the
meantime, some ants
are still randomly
scouting for closer
food sources. A
similar approach can
be used find
near-optimal solution
to the traveling
salesman problem.
Once the food source
is depleted, the route
is no longer
populated with
pheromones and
slowly decays.
Because the
ant-colony works on

which, for any given
Diophantine equation
(a polynomial
equation with integer
coefficients and a
finite number of
unknowns) can
decide whether the
equation has a
solution with all
unknowns taking
integer values.
For example, the
Diophantine equation
3 x 2 − 2 x y − y 2 z −
7 = 0 {\displaystyle
3x^{2}-2xy-y^{2}z-7=
0}

has an integer
solution: x = 1 ,   y =
2 ,   z = − 2
{\displaystyle x=1,\
y=2,\ z=-2}

. By contrast, the
Diophantine equation
x 2 + y 2 + 1 = 0
{\displaystyle
x^{2}+y^{2}+1=0}

has no such solution.
Hilbert's tenth
problem has been
solved, and it has a
negative answer:
such a general
algorithm does not
exist.



a very dynamic
system, the ant
colony algorithm
works very well in
graphs with changing
topologies. Examples
of such systems
include computer
networks, and
artificial intelligence
simulations of
workers.


